Data protection Services
Isn’t it time you felt safe?
Data is always at risk. Whether it’s human error deleting
key folders, a malicious cyber criminal holding your
sensitive information hostage, or simply a corrupt file
that cannot be accessed, data loss is both frustrating
and costly.
Data backups should be reliable, simple, flexible, and
safe. With an ever-increasing landscape of cloud apps,
endpoints, and services for your business, you must
meet your growing data protection needs
without the complexity and headaches of
managing multiple solutions and services.
IT Weapons can help.

Feel safe with our data
protection services suite
Have a specific backup need for your business?
With a complete suite of backup and data
protection services, IT Weapons can keep your data
safe wherever it may be … from the cloud, to your
office, to your home, your data is protected and
easily restored wherever work brings you.

Safe. Available. Secure. SImple.

Contact IT Weapons Toll-Free at 1.866.202.5298 or visit www.itweapons.com
IT Weapons is the nationwide IT services division of Konica Minolta Business Solutions Canada Ltd.
As a Canadian leader in managed IT services and secure cloud services, our team will help streamline
your technology so you can focus on business performance, not system performance.

ITW CLOUD BACKUPS
If you are looking for a reliable, flexible, private Cloud solution for your core IT infrastructure, then ITW Cloud Backups
are the perfect compliment to help you truly feel safe. The ITW Cloud provides a safe, secure, and customized solution for your data and
services, and with ITW Cloud Backups, that data will always be available when you need it. With flexible and scalable options, the safety
and availability of your data can stop being a primary concern.

ALL-IN-ONE BACKUP AND DISASTER RECOVERY
As an SMB friendly solution, our All-in-One BDR protects your on-premises data by instantly replicating your
information to the Cloud. Turnkey, simple, and effective, All-in-one BDR is the perfect solution for your onsite data protection needs. As a
secure appliance that backs up data to a private, Canadian Cloud environment, All-in-one BDR allows your data to be restored anywhere.
Even better, with built in Disaster Recovery capabilities, your team can get back to work quickly in the event of a major disruption.

SAAS PROTECTION
Are you using Microsoft 365? Did you know that Microsoft does not guarantee the ability to protect and restore lost data
within their services? If Exchange Online, OneDrive, and SharePoint Online represent a major component of your IT systems, then SaaS
Protection is must have. SaaS Protection backs up your key data residing in the Microsoft Public Cloud, allowing you to quickly restore any
data lost to accidental deletion, cyber attack, or insider threats.

PUBLIC CLOUD BACKUP
If your business lives in the Cloud, your backups should too. Azure services are increasingly becoming a primary
component of an organization’s IT strategy. With ITW’s Public Cloud Backup solutions, you can rely on our expertise to properly
configure and support a resilient data protection framework for your hybrid or public cloud environment. Keep your cloud data
accessible and easily restorable with our custom public cloud backup solutions.

DISASTER RECOVERY
Do you have a plan to keep your business running and quickly restore in the face of a major disruption? ITW can
help you build and maintain a strategy for quickly restoring your business operations when needed. Whether it’s protecting a single
critical app or replicating and restoring key parts of our server and network architecture; our Disaster Recovery Services will protect
your data and critical services, and to deliver peace of mind.

About itw data
protection services
Our team of data protection experts are
trained with one thing in mind... keeping
you feeling safe. All ITW Data Protection
Services include the following:

24/7 monitoring and support
Flexible and reliable backup testing and restoration services
Custom setup and design
Data Protection strategy, architecture, and planning
The ITW Insight Hub for real time business intelligence and performance insights
on your data protection systems

